
An integrated agency on a dynamic scale, our team of expert designers, developers, producers, creators and 
innovators are big thinkers and clever strategists that thrive on creative thinking and intuitive ideas to deliver results 
that have impact.

Are you our next revolutionary? We're looking for a savvy social media and content creator who thrives on connecting 
brands and products with ‘their people’ via engaging storytelling. Whether you’re making waves via clever content 
and copy or strategic (bang on) paid ad campaigns that deliver exceptional ROAS you’re comfortable and confident in 
this landscape.

This is a great opportunity to work collaboratively amongst our nimble team of marketers, designers, strategists, 
copywriters, developers and blue sky thinkers to translate brand strategies into campaigns and creations that are 
meaningful, inspiring and compelling.

Who we are:

JOIN OUR REVOLUTION

A little bit about the role:

As a first point this role will be broadly focussed on guiding the team conceptualising and creating complimenting 
organic and paid content strategies for clients. In the thick of all things digital it’s a must to be on the forefront of the 
latest digital trends, hacks and best practices.

In a varied client environment you will need to be a quick learner being able to easily immerse yourself across various 
brands and industries nailing the brand and tone of voice seamlessly. This role also involves working with account 
leads and the creative team to produce a variety of compelling visual content.

In conjunction with organic content this role will see the successful candidate responsible for the end to end 
management of paid social campaigns including strategy, campaign set up, implementation, optimisation and 
generating meaningful insights for clients. You will take the lead on new client accounts, and help drive the paid social 
function for the agency.

The position will require you to be highly focussed and motivated with a love for data driven insights and exceptional 
analytical skills. Being nimble is vital with an ability to spot trends across a variety of data sets and apply proven 
methods for maximum performance from each campaign. Your role will be varied, and no doubt evolve over time, 
however the bulk of this position will see you engrossed with digital campaign strategy, maintenance, campaign set 
up, implementation, optimisation and analysis.

You will have an eye for detail, demonstrable know-how with social media and on point writing skills and an overall 
skill at crafting a great brief across static and video content. This role whilst not newly created, like the landscape it 
lives in - is ever changing. You will have a big picture view that balances creativity, strategic acumen and data as that’s 
where we believe the magic happens.

2 - 3+ years working in agency or internally in a a digital role
Bachelor’s Degree in Marketing/Comms/Advertising or related field
Experience delivering insight led content approaches and presenting 
amplification and paid social media strategies
Pitch creative ideas for paid content, and identify opportunities in organic 
that can transition to paid
Identify opportunities to work with real customers, influencers, and 
brands to partner in creating (new/custom) and repurposed (UGC) 
content that represents the brand
Ability to write engaging copy
Social Media product and platform knowledge (Linkedin, Insta, 
FB, TikTok ++)
Confident communicator in a team environment 
Proficient understanding of analytics tools
Analysis and presentation of key data in a comprehensive format to clients
Extensive knowledge in social media strategy and how to flex depending 
on objectives
Outstanding communication both verbal and written
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What will you be doing?

The following demonstrable skills are a must;

Email your CV to: 
hello@revolutioncreative.com.au

Be a part of great team culture
Opportunities for professional growth 
and development
Working closely in a small and dynamic team
Bi-monthly team get togethers
Plus heaps more!
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Perks


